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During meiosis, the spindle equally segregates replicated genomes into two
daughter cells. Spindles are mainly composed of microtubules (MTs) and mo-
lecular motors. Various studies have revealed key regulators of the spindle
structure, such as kinesin-5 and depolymerizing kinesins, which produce
force for the sliding of MTs or regulating the polymerization/depolymeriza-
tion dynamics of MTs. Forces generated by the spindle are known to play
an essential role in the checkpoint of the metaphase-anaphase transition. At
metaphase, the size of the spindle is maintained almost constant despite the
dynamic nature of the spindle MTs. This indicates that the forces generated
by molecular motors and MTs are well balanced along the pole-to-pole axis;
however, how this is achieved remains enigmatic. In this study, using a pair
of glass microneedles, we developed quantitative micromanipulation tech-
niques to deform the spindle directly, such as pushing, stretching, cutting,
and fusing spindles, and 3D analysis of the spindle. We found that the mei-
otic spindles assembled in the Xenopus egg extracts have the ability to spon-
taneously reorganize, acquiring stable size and shape, after physical
perturbations. Surprisingly, the density and the amount of MTs within the
spindle were also regulated during the spontaneous reorganization. These re-
sults indicate that force generators, such as the molecular motors and MTs,
dynamically regulate the spindle structure. We also found that the stable spin-
dle length is fully determined by 4 three-dimensional parameters, indicating
that the fluctuations of the length of the stable spindle are characterized by
the variability of these 4 parameters.
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During cellular development and growth, cells experience various impacts
from physical environments, such as the exertion of the external force. It is
not known, however, whether and how the external force affects the
mechano-chemical processes in cell division. Here we found that a mechanical
impulse externally applied to mitotic HeLa cells alters the balance of forces
within the mitotic spindle. We identified two distinct mitotic responses to the
external force that either facilitate or delay anaphase onset, depending on the
direction of force and the extent of cell compression. External mechanical im-
pulse that physically increases tension within the mitotic spindle accelerates
anaphase onset and this is attributed to the facilitation of physical cleavage
of sister chromatid cohesion. On the other hand, a decrease in tension hinders
chromosome segregation and is coupled with the activation of the spindle as-
sembly checkpoint, which impedes the degradation of mitotic proteins, e.g., cy-
clin B. We propose that the external mechanical impulse, which modulates
tension on sister chromatids, can control metaphase progression through differ-
ent mechano-chemical cellular reactions.
A part of this work was performed in collaboration with Yasuhiko Terada in
Waseda University, and with Kenta Kuwana, Tetsuo Kan and Isao Shimoyama
in the University of Tokyo. This work was supported in part by Grant-in-Aid
for Scientific Research on Priority Areas (to T.I.), Grants-in-Aid for Specially
Promoted Research and Scientific Research (S) (to S.I.) from the Ministry of
Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology of Japan.
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The centering of the mitotic spindle is a fundamental process of cellular orga-
nization in eukaryotes. The mitotic spindle, a highly dynamic molecular ma-
chine responsible for chromosome segregation during cell division, is
actively positioned at the center of the cell, to which it returns when displacedby fluctuations—a behavior characteristic of a mechanical spring. Despite its
importance, the mechanical properties of the centering machinery have never
been measured. In this work, we have asked whether it is possible to directly
probe the forces involved in the spindle centering process and to determine
the associated dynamics inside a living cell. We have introduced magnetic
beads into the one-cell C. elegans embryo, which is a powerful system for
studying cell division, by microinjection into the gonad of adult hermaphrodite
worms. Using magnetic tweezers, we have applied calibrated forces of up to
several 100 pN on internalized 1 mm-diameter beads. We found that the cen-
tered spindle can be displaced by pressing beads onto centrosomes. Initial mea-
surements indicate that the centering mechanism may indeed behave like
a damped spring. Upon perturbation of the spindle position, the action of a re-
storing force was observed, corresponding to a spring with a stiffness of the or-
der of 20 pN/mm. Further experiments will provide a quantitative basis for
understanding the molecular mechanisms underlying centering.
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Cytokinesis concludes the cell cycle and entails physical division of the cyto-
plasm into two parts. In animals and fungi, cytokinesis involves constriction
of an actomyosin contractile ring coupled to other simultaneous processes but
how these processes coordinate with the ring is not established. In fission yeast,
constriction is tightly coupled to septation, the growth of new cell wall in the
wake of the constricting ring. It is unknownwhether ring closure is driven by sep-
tation or the ring itself. Herewe developed amodel of cytokinesis in fission yeast
that describes the coupling of the tensile contractile ring to the growth of primary
septum by Bgs1p and other proteins that synthesize septummaterial. The model
hypothesizes that ring tension influences the local rate of septum growth through
the effect of radial ring-generated forces on Bgs1p or other motors. We used our
model to calculate the rate of inward growth of the septum and the evolution of
the shape of the inner septumboundaryduring ring closure.Ourmodel results are
consistent with experimental observations in wild type and mutant yeast cells
and suggest that while the ring-septum closure rate is independently set by the
septation process, the ring tension serves a vital role by regulating septumgrowth
and thereby suppressing roughness of the septum boundary and maintaining its
circular shape. From themodelwe calculated theminimum ring tension required
for a given degree of smoothness in the growing septum, consistent with model
computations of wild type fission yeast ring tension. Thus, our model suggests
that the primary role of the contractile ring in fission yeast cytokinesis is as a
tension-producing machine that regulates septum circularity to ensure ordered
closure and separation of the daughter cells.
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Fission yeast serves as a model for how cellular polarization machinery is
used to regulate cell growth. Many studies identify active Cdc42, found in
a cap at the inner membrane of growing tips, as an important growth reg-
ulator, likely through control of exocyst tethering and activation of actin-
cable nucleators. To investigate how these molecular processes might con-
trol shape, we propose a simple model based on the hypotheses that (i) the
delivery and internalization rate of wall or membrane components limits
cell expansion and (ii) a growth factor, such as Cdc42, signals for delivery
of these components. We numerically simulate cell growth according to an
axisymmetric, finite-element computational model that couples growth-
factor-directed orthogonal expansion of the cell membrane and cell-wall re-
modeling to reaction and diffusion of the growth factor on that membrane.
We explore limiting conditions for polarized growth and consider the ad-
ditional effects of membrane elasticity and flow. We find a relationship be-
tween cap size and diameter, and motivate future experiments on the link
between cell signaling and shape. Fission-yeast Cdc42 is regulated by
a number of proteins whose absence lead to defects in shape or polarized
growth, such as cells of varying diameter, round cells, and branched cells.
We consider the roles of auxiliary proteins, incorporate findings on length-
dependent polarity change, compare model results to cell morphologies of
mutants of Cdc42 regulators, and suggest possible mechanistic roles for
these regulators. An extension to three dimensions adds the capacity to re-
produce bent-cell morphology and to investigate the stability of axisym-
metric solutions.
